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	*A SACSCOC Drop Program Justification form will need to be completed

	unit: College of Education
	course change: Off
	program change: Yes
	semester year: June 2023
	methodology: [Seminar]
	current name: Educational Leadership, Ed.D.
	proposed name: No change.
	proposed code 1: 
	proposed code 2: 
	current program code: EDLE-EDD
	change cip code yes: Off
	change cip code no: Yes
	current cip code: 13.0401
	new cip code: 
	computer abbreviation: Educational Leadership, Ed.D.
	catalog present: Educational Leadership, Ed.D.Program Mission and Guiding Principles:The mission of the TCU Educational Leadership doctoral program is to develop leaders who make a difference for the common good. The program serves professionals from within the PK-12 educational context who want to develop the breadth of knowledge and skills needed to succeed in advanced leadership roles within the PK-12 context as well as professionals who work externally to PK-12 but in education-related endeavors (business/corporate training, policy organizations, or nongovernmental organizations).The program weaves several emphases throughout coursework. These program elements support the student to:1. Develop and practice reflective, ethical, and justice-oriented leadership;2. Collaborate with persons from diverse backgrounds, roles, and perspectives in the service of systemic improvements toward excellence and equity;3. Communicate effectively via multiple modes (e.g., oral, written, via technology);4. Analyze, define, and respond to complex problems; and5. Anticipate and respond to dynamic environments.Application Procedures and DeadlinesAn applicant must have a master's degree in education or related field. Applicants must present a strong academic record (GPA of 3.0 in either the last 60 hours of college credit or undergraduate GPA). Applicants to the EDLE EdD must submit transcripts of all prior collegiate work, a statement explaining the applicant's interest in earning the EdD and how the applicant sees the EdD fitting with personal and professional goals, an equity statement, a current resume, and must complete either a video or in-person interview.Additionally, applicants who wish to seek certification as a public school principal in Texas in conjunction with the EdD must have completed at least two years of full-time teaching at an accredited school and must hold a valid teaching certificate at the time of application to the EdD program. Applicants who wish to pursue principal certification in conjunction with the EdD must also complete two to three courses in addition to the 54-hour EdD program (as certification-only seeking students, or in connection with another program at TCU) prior to beginning coursework with the doctoral cohort. These courses are: EDLE 60043 (Instructional Supervision-Curriculum, Instruction, and Assessment)*EDLE 60053 (Instructional Supervision-Supervision, Evaluation, and Coaching)EDLE 60083 (Data Use for Educational Leaders)*EDLE 60043 may be waived as a prerequisite for those seeking principal certification in conjunction with the EdD in the event the applicant holds a Master's degree, earned within 10 years of application to the EdD program, that is in an area of emphasis directly related to PK-12 pedagogy (e.g., curriculum and instruction, assessment, mathematics education, social studies education, science education, literacy education, special education). Applicants seeking superintendent certification must hold a principal certification at the time the superintendent certificate is sought in addition to meeting coursework and practicum requirements, or must hold a TEA waiver of the principal certification requirement at time of application. To be recommended for the superintendent certificate, persons who complete the certification portion of the program must also have at least three years of managerial experience by the time they seek certification.Students interested in applying to the program should abide by the deadlines stated on the website. Ed.D. Degree RequirementsThe Ed.D. in Educational Leadership is a 54-hour degree aimed at enabling leaders in PK-12 contexts to successfully engage in a range of professional endeavors. The program of study is outlined in the following section. Students are required to take a suitable number and variety of graduate courses and field-based experiences to prepare for the completion of the capstone project or dissertation-in-practice. The Ed.D. encompasses a minimum of 54 hours of core courses, fieldwork and directed capstone or dissertation-in-practice, though additional courses may be needed if prerequisites have not been met or if a student requires more than 15 credit hours to complete the capstone or dissertation-in practice. Application of Transfer Coursework:As the Ed.D. in Educational Leadership (PK-12) is a cohort-based, highly structured model, no transfer coursework will be accepted toward the 54-hours required of program enrollees.Program of Study (PK-12 Contexts)Core Coursework (21 hours):*EDAD 70003 Foundational Readings in Educational Administration *EDHE 70153 Organizational Behavior in Education Contexts *EDLE 70053: Cultural Foundations in Educational Leadership*EDAD 70033: Ethics & Equity-Oriented Leadership *EDLE 70043: School & Community Contexts OR EDLE 60033 Engaging Community & Culturally                               Responsive Practice*EDAD 70013: Legal and Social Environment of Education OR EDLE 60063 Law and Ethics*EDAD 70043 Educational Policy & School FinanceInquiry Coursework (9 hours):*EDUC 70953: Research in Education*EDUC 70983 Introduction to Quantitative Research *EDUC 70923: Introduction to Applied Qualitative Methods OR EDUC 70823: Inquiry Seminar: Mixed MethodsCertification/Practicum/Internship Coursework (9 hours):*EDLE 70083: Trends and Issues in the Superintendency *EDLE 60083 Principal Practicum OR EDLE 70093 Superintendent Practicum OR                     EDAD 70200 INTERNSHIP*EDLE 60083 Principal Practicum OR EDLE 70093 Superintendent Practicum OR                     EDAD 70200 INTERNSHIPCapstone/Dissertation Coursework (15 hours):*EDAD 70073: Capstone/Dissertation Seminar (repeated 5 times for a total of 15 hours as directed Capstone/Dissertation Seminar A, B, C, D, and E)While most students will complete the capstone or dissertation-in-practice at the end of year 3, students who have not completed the capstone must continue to enroll in 1 hour of EDAD 90770 with their chair each semester through completion of the degree.  Process for Advancement to CandidacyStudents advance to candidacy upon successful proposal of the capstone or dissertation-in-practice to the committee. Capstone or Dissertation ResearchStudents complete their proposed (and accepted) plan for research, compose the capstone or dissertation-in-practice, and defend the work in a final oral examination. A minimum of 15 hours of capstone or dissertation hours (including EDAD 70073) are required.Details and forms related to the process and requirements are in the Graduate Handbook for Educational Leadership Programs and on the College of Education website.
	catalog proposed: Educational Leadership, Ed.D.Program Mission and Guiding Principles:The mission of the TCU Educational Leadership doctoral program is to develop leaders who make a difference for the common good. The program serves professionals from within the PK-12 educational context who want to develop the breadth of knowledge and skills needed to succeed in advanced leadership roles within the PK-12 context as well as professionals who work externally to PK-12 but in education-related endeavors (business/corporate training, policy organizations, or nongovernmental organizations).The program weaves several emphases throughout coursework. These program elements support the student to:1. Develop and practice reflective, ethical, and justice-oriented leadership;2. Collaborate with persons from diverse backgrounds, roles, and perspectives in the service of systemic improvements toward excellence and equity;3. Communicate effectively via multiple modes (e.g., oral, written, via technology);4. Analyze, define, and respond to complex problems; and5. Anticipate and respond to dynamic environments.Application Procedures and DeadlinesAn applicant must have a master's degree in education or related field. Applicants must present a strong academic record (GPA of 3.0 in either the last 60 hours of college credit or undergraduate GPA). Applicants to the EDLE EdD must submit transcripts of all prior collegiate work, a statement explaining the applicant's interest in earning the EdD and how the applicant sees the EdD fitting with personal and professional goals, an equity statement, a current resume, and must complete either a video or in-person interview.Additionally, applicants who wish to seek certification as a public school principal in Texas in conjunction with the EdD must have completed at least two years of full-time teaching at an accredited school and must hold a valid teaching certificate at the time of application to the EdD program. Applicants who wish to pursue principal certification in conjunction with the EdD must also complete two to three courses in addition to the 54-hour EdD program (as certification-only seeking students, or in connection with another program at TCU) prior to beginning coursework with the doctoral cohort. These courses are: EDLE 60043 (Instructional Supervision-Curriculum, Instruction, and Assessment)*EDLE 60053 (Instructional Supervision-Supervision, Evaluation, and Coaching)EDLE 60083 (Data Use for Educational Leaders)*EDLE 60043 may be waived as a prerequisite for those seeking principal certification in conjunction with the EdD in the event the applicant holds a Master's degree, earned within 10 years of application to the EdD program, that is in an area of emphasis directly related to PK-12 pedagogy (e.g., curriculum and instruction, assessment, mathematics education, social studies education, science education, literacy education, special education). Applicants seeking superintendent certification must hold a principal certification at the time the superintendent certificate is sought in addition to meeting coursework and practicum requirements, or must hold a TEA waiver of the principal certification requirement at time of application. To be recommended for the superintendent certificate, persons who complete the certification portion of the program must also have at least three years of managerial experience by the time they seek certification.Students interested in applying to the program should abide by the deadlines stated on the website. Ed.D. Degree RequirementsThe Ed.D. in Educational Leadership is a 54-hour degree aimed at enabling leaders in PK-12 contexts to successfully engage in a range of professional endeavors. The program of study is outlined in the following section. Students are required to take a suitable number and variety of graduate courses and field-based experiences to prepare for the completion of the capstone project or dissertation-in-practice. The Ed.D. encompasses a minimum of 54 hours of core courses, fieldwork and directed capstone or dissertation-in-practice, though additional courses may be needed if prerequisites have not been met or if a student requires more than 15 credit hours to complete the capstone or dissertation-in practice. Application of Transfer Coursework:As the Ed.D. in Educational Leadership (PK-12) is a cohort-based, highly structured model, no transfer coursework will be accepted toward the 54-hours required of program enrollees.Program of Study (PK-12 Contexts)Core Coursework (21 hours):*EDAD 70003 Foundational Readings in Educational Administration *EDHE 70153 Organizational Behavior in Education Contexts *EDLE 70053: Cultural Foundations in Educational Leadership*EDAD 70033: Ethics & Equity-Oriented Leadership *EDLE 70043: School & Community Contexts OR EDLE 60033 Engaging Community & Culturally                               Responsive Practice*EDAD 70013: Legal and Social Environment of Education OR EDLE 60063 Law and Ethics*EDAD 70043 Educational Policy & School FinanceInquiry Coursework (9 hours):*EDUC 70953: Research in Education*EDUC 70983 Introduction to Quantitative Research *EDUC 70923: Introduction to Applied Qualitative Methods OR EDUC 70823: Inquiry Seminar: Mixed MethodsCertification/Practicum/Internship Coursework (9 hours):*EDLE 70083: Trends and Issues in the Superintendency *EDLE 60083 Principal Practicum OR EDLE 70093 Superintendent Practicum OR                     EDAD 70200 INTERNSHIP*EDLE 60083 Principal Practicum OR EDLE 70093 Superintendent Practicum OR                     EDAD 70200 INTERNSHIPCapstone/Dissertation Coursework (15 hours):*EDAD 70073: Capstone/Dissertation Seminar (repeated 4 times for a total of 12 hours as directed Capstone/Dissertation Seminar A, B, C, and D)*3 hours of EITHER EDAD 70070 (with Chair/Major Professor) for those completing a CapstoneOR 3 hours of EDUC 90990 (with Chair/Major Professor) for those completing a Dissertation.While most students will complete the capstone or dissertation-in-practice at the end of year 3, students who have not completed the capstone must continue to enroll in 1 hour of EDAD 90770 or EDUC 90990 as appropriate with their chair each semester through completion of the degree.  Process for Advancement to CandidacyStudents advance to candidacy upon successful proposal of the capstone or dissertation-in-practice to the committee. Capstone or Dissertation ResearchStudents complete their proposed (and accepted) plan for research, compose the capstone or dissertation-in-practice, and defend the work in a final oral examination. A minimum of 15 hours of capstone or dissertation hours (including EDAD 70073 and either EDAD 90770 or EDUC 90990) are required.Details and forms related to the process and requirements are in the Graduate Handbook for Educational Leadership Programs and on the College of Education website.
	fac: None
	space: None
	equip: None
	lib: None
	aid: No additional support needed
	other: 
	chair name: Jan Lacina                        
	chair unit: College of Education        
	other change specify: 
	number: Off
	title: Off
	derscription req: Off
	drop req: Off
	prereq: Off
	requirements: Yes
	STEM YES: Off
	STEM NO: Yes
	STEM 2 yes: Off
	STEM 2 NO: Yes
	description of change: This change simply cleans up one issue with the current program description by noting that EdD students take the final three hours of their capstone/dissertation with their chair, utilizing either EDAD 90770 (Capstone) or EDUC 90990 (Dissertation). Previous copy indicated these last 3 hours (of 15) were still fulfilled within the Capstone/Dissertation Seminar (EDAD 70073). 
	explanation: It will not; the same metrics, key assessments, and outcome measures remain in place. 
	evidence: The only change this makes is clarifying that the final 3 hours of Capstone or Dissertation work are taken with the Chair/Major professor and for these three hours students take EDAD 90770 (for capstone) or EDUC 90990 (for dissertation), rather than EDAD 70073 as was previouslly noted. This permits the student to work closely with the Chair in the final semester of enrollment and polish the final paper/project, prepare for the defense, conduct the defense, and complete any revisions in close working relationship with the Chair/Major professor. 
	change yes: Off
	change  no: Yes
	other change: Off
	drop program: Off
	teaching load: None


